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Abstract: Energy-saving ventilation systems are designed to improve the energy efficiency of build-
ings. Low energy efficiency in buildings poses a considerable problem that needs to be addressed.
Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery has gained increased popularity in recent years. Me-
chanical ventilation has numerous advantages, including easy adjustment and control, high indoor
air quality and elimination of indoor pollutants. Mixing ventilation is the most popular type of
mechanical ventilation, in particular in residential buildings. Unsteady ventilation is a type of
mixing ventilation that involves stronger mixing effects and smaller vertical temperature gradients
to improve indoor air quality (IAQ) and minimize energy consumption. This study examines the
possibility of controlling and modifying Coanda effect hysteresis (CEH) to generate unsteady flow
and simulate the conditions of unsteady mixing ventilation. The experiment was performed on a
self-designed test bench at the University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn. It demonstrated that
an auxiliary nozzle can be applied at the diffuser outlet to control CEH and the angles at which the
air jet becomes attached to and separated from the flat plate positioned directly behind the nozzle.
The study proposes an innovative mixing ventilation system that relies on CEH. The potential of the
discussed concept has not been recognized or deployed in practice to date. This is the first study to
confirm that an auxiliary nozzle by the diffuser outlet can be operated in both injection and suction
mode to control CEH. In the future, the results can be used to design a new type of nozzles for
unsteady ventilation systems that are based on CEH control.

Keywords: unsteady ventilation; mixing ventilation; Coanda effect; Coanda effect hysteresis (CEH)

1. Introduction

The energy-efficiency of indoor ventilation systems has to be improved to reduce
power consumption in the residential sector. This is a highly challenging undertaking
because in addition to decreasing energy consumption and the relevant costs, novel ven-
tilation systems should also guarantee high indoor air quality (IAQ) and a safe living
environment. Various, often complementary solutions can be deployed in residential
buildings, including mechanical ventilation with heat recovery, effective control of heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, or the optimization of air separation,
flow and distribution. The optimization problem plays a particularly important role in
the most popular mixing ventilation systems. Unsteady ventilation with fluctuating flow
contributes to stronger mixing effects and smaller vertical temperature gradients in mix-
ing ventilation systems [1]. This article presents the results of a laboratory experiment
investigating the possibility of controlling Coanda effect hysteresis (CEH). The experiment
demonstrated that an additional air nozzle can be incorporated at the diffuser outlet to
modify the region of angular deflection where CEH occurs and to change the angle at
which the jet becomes attached to and separated from the flat plate positioned directly
behind the nozzle. The results of the study can be used to design a new nozzle which
will be configured with structural partitions in the ventilated area to generate an air jet
that is intermittently attached to and separated from a given plane. The resulting system
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will be characterized by fluctuating flow of fresh air. Stronger mixing effects will improve
IAQ and will remove contaminants from the ventilated premises. The system will also
be characterized by reduced flow rates, decreased demand for fresh air and lower energy
consumption. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this study makes the first ever attempt
to design a new nozzle for an unsteady mixed ventilation system based on CEH.

1.1. Energy Efficiency of Ventilation Systems in the Residential Sector

Within the European context, the residential sector accounted for 11.1% of energy-
related greenhouse gas emissions and 26.1% of total energy consumption in 2018 [2].
The residential sector in the EU has the greatest energy efficiency potential [3], mainly be-
cause around 50% of residential buildings in the EU had been erected before the first
thermal regulations came into force in 1970 [4]. In 2018, 63.3% of the energy consumed
in the EU housing sector was related to space heating (https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat).
In the USA, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems are responsible for
around 50% of energy consumption in the residential sector [5]. Two types of measures
are required to reduce energy consumption for heating purposes: heat demand should be
decreased, which can be accomplished through insulation, and heating equipment should
be modernized [4]. Various strategies have been proposed to improve the energy efficiency
of HVAC systems. According to Vakiloroaya et al. [6], such strategies include the intro-
duction of evaporative cooling systems, vapor compression systems and effective system
configuration. It should be noted that natural ventilation without heat recovery is largely
responsible for heat losses in the energy balance of entire buildings [7,8]. The combined
effects of infiltration and ventilation are responsible for 30% to nearly 50% of total heat
losses in well-insulated buildings in a moderate European climate [9,10]. An analysis of
ventilation systems conducted in 11 European countries in 2012 shed new light on the
scale of this problem [11]. Before 1980, residential buildings had mostly natural ventilation.
New energy efficiency standards called for the introduction of mechanical ventilation
with heat recovery. These standards were implemented in different years across the EU,
and Finland was one of the first countries to comply with these regulations. In Finland,
the evolution of ventilation systems already began 60 years ago, and as of 2004, new homes
have to be equipped with mechanical ventilation. Despite the above, 52% of single-family
homes and 28% of apartments in Finland still do not have mechanical ventilation. In Great
Britain and Greece, 50% of new buildings were equipped with mechanical ventilation. In
Norway, around 90% of new construction buildings have ventilation systems other than
natural ventilation. In Portugal, 80% of buildings erected after 2007 were equipped with
ventilation systems other than natural ventilation, mostly hybrid ventilation. In Romania,
around 20% of buildings developed after 2010 were provided with ventilation systems
other than natural ventilation. In Bulgaria and Italy, nearly all existing buildings have
natural ventilation that is locally supported by fans or hybrid ventilation. In Poland,
around 80% of single-family homes and low-rise apartment buildings (up to four stories)
have natural ventilation [12]. For this reason, energy efficiency is a valid concern in the
existing ventilation systems. The most popular solutions for reducing the amount of energy
consumed by ventilation involve heat recovery units in mechanical ventilation systems
and the implementation of demand-controlled ventilation [13]. In Scandinavian countries,
mechanical ventilation with heat recovery has gradually attained capstone status on the
market of energy-efficient ventilation systems [10].

The energy-efficiency of ventilation systems has been widely researched. Zhou and
Haghighat [14] analyzed several variants for optimizing the energy-efficiency of office
ventilation. Based on the conducted simulations, they proposed a composite indicator for
assessing thermal comfort, IAQ and energy consumption of ventilation systems. The in-
dicator was developed with the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques
combined with a genetic algorithm (GA) and an artificial neural network (ANN) for
response surface approximation (RSA) and speeding up analyses inside the GA loop.
The cited study was conducted in three stages. CFD simulations were carried out to predict
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and assess the performance of different ventilation systems. The optimal combinations
of the controlled variables were identified with the use of an ANN and a GA in the last
step. The results were validated based on experimentally derived empirical data. Ben-
Davi et al. [15] attempted to optimize office ventilation systems by focusing on employee
productivity. Li et al. [16] relied on proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) to derive a
reduced-order model and a genetic algorithm for optimizing a ventilation system in an
office. Guo et al. [17] analyzed the energy efficiency of night-time office ventilation in cold
climate zones. In the literature, attempts have been made to optimize ventilation systems
for various types of structures, including green buildings [18], livestock buildings [19]
and pharmaceutical cleanrooms [20]. Different types of ventilation systems were also
studied. Stavrakakis et al. [21] relied on local weather data to conduct CFD simulations
in a single-sided, naturally ventilated apartment. The generated data were used to train
and validate Radial Basis Function Artificial Neural Network (RBF ANN) input–output
“meta-models.” Serageldin et al. [22] explored the options for optimizing a solar chimney
passive ventilation system coupled with an earth-to-air heat exchanger. Yuan et al. [23]
deployed an energy flow-based method to optimize evaporative cooling and ventilation
systems. Baglivo et al. [24] evaluated the performance of horizontal air-ground heat ex-
changers coupled with a ventilation system in a residential building in southern Italy and
validated the applicability of geothermal systems for ventilation.

In the EU, the introduction of energy efficiency standards has led to the development
of the nearly zero-energy building (nZEB) concept [25]. Energy efficiency standards differ
across countries [26], but all of them aim to implement heat recovery in ventilation system
and to meet passive house and nZEB requirements [27]. More than 80% of nZEBs have
mechanical ventilation with heat recovery [28].

1.2. Mechanical Ventilation

Mechanical ventilation is increasingly popular not least because it is energy-efficient
and supports heat recovery. The energy efficiency of mechanical ventilation systems can
also be improved through the use of ground heat exchangers [29,30]. Well-designed and
maintained mechanical ventilation systems decrease energy consumption in cooling sys-
tems [31]. Ventilation has a major impact on indoor air quality (IAQ) and comfort [32,33].
Mechanical ventilation systems that are properly operated and maintained eliminate pollu-
tants, improve IAQ and minimize the incidence of comfort- and health-related problems,
in particular in new and air-tight buildings [34,35]. They are also highly effective in
reducing particle pollution in residential buildings [36].

Mechanical ventilation systems have specific operating requirements which can gen-
erate problems for users. According to research, some home owners are reluctant to
install mechanical ventilation [37,38] and they find the operation of mechanical ventilation
equipment too complex. In around 11% of the homes investigated by Zhao and Liu [39],
mechanical ventilation was operated around the clock with identical settings. The majority
of the users made only sporadic attempts to change system settings. Users are also dis-
couraged from installing mechanical ventilation due to high operating costs [40] as well
as the generated noise [41]. Mechanical ventilation systems need to be optimized and
regularly inspected to guarantee optimal performance and decrease operating costs [42].
Cheng et al. [43] used the TRNSYS (Transient System Simulation Tool) simulation tool to
demonstrate that the energy efficiency of an air-conditioning system with stratum ven-
tilation can be improved by 6.4% by optimizing the fresh outdoor air ratio. Ventilation
systems are often optimized together with heating and cooling systems. Zucker et al. [44]
combined the currently implemented Building Information Model (BIM) with advanced
algorithms and demonstrated that the proposed solution can decrease investment costs
and reduce energy consumption. In the described solution, the decrease in dynamic pres-
sure was modeled in a duct ventilation system and its components. The system’s energy
efficiency was improved by introducing a controller which simultaneously monitored
supply pressure and air flow volume. Simma et al. [45] demonstrated that remote control
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of a HVAC system via the Wi-Fi network can decrease energy consumption. A simplistic
framework based on commodity Wi-Fi was tested in a large lecture hall. Real-time occu-
pancy was estimated without additional infrastructure or upgrades, and occupant privacy
was protected. The Wi-Fi-based occupancy schedule decreased energy consumption of
the HVAC system by at least 50%. Much broader research has been conducted under
the OptEEmAl project funded by the EU Horizon 2020 program to improve the energy
efficiency of entire residential districts [46]. As part of the project, new districts will be
designed, and the existing districts will be retrofitted by combining passive (upgrading the
building envelope through the installation of internal and external insulation) and active
measures (installation of new HVACs, replacement of outdated units), using renewables
and implementing control strategies to guarantee their energy efficiency. Various smart
energy systems have been reviewed and compared by Xu et al. [47]. The planning of HVAC
upgrades should also be optimized to maximize the systems’ energy efficiency [48].

Mechanical ventilation systems should be integrated with heating and cooling systems
already at the design stage [49]. Various problems associated with the operation of me-
chanical ventilation systems have been reported, including an insufficient supply of fresh
air, inadequate temperature, humidity and velocity settings or failure to regularly clean
and maintain the equipment [50]. Mechanical ventilation requires electrical power, and al-
though systems with heat recovery can decrease useful and final energy, the consumption
of primary energy may actually increase [51].

Ventilation significantly influences the occupants’ well-being, task performance, pro-
ductivity and perceived air quality. Inadequate ventilation can contribute to the sick
building syndrome (SBS), including the risk of allergies, asthma and communicable res-
piratory illnesses [52]. The relationship between the SBS and ventilation type has been
studied by numerous authors. This problem attracted significant attention already in
the 1990s, in particular in office buildings [53,54]. In recent years, factors that contribute
to the SBS were also explored in residential buildings [55,56], schools [57] and lecture
halls [58]. Symptoms of SBS have been more frequently reported in air-conditioned than
in naturally ventilated premises. These observations could indicate that the negative
impact of HVAC systems could be minimized through improved hygiene and regular
servicing of air handling systems. Effective ventilation can improve task performance and
productivity [59]. The performance and safety of ventilation systems has been scrupulously
analyzed in educational facilities [60,61]. Regardless of the type of ventilation system, IAQ
is influenced mainly by the ventilation rate, which should not be lower than 10 l/person.
The indoor air quality and climate are compromised when ventilation systems are not
properly designed, installed, maintained and operated. These considerations are partic-
ularly important in mechanical ventilation systems, which, if not regularly serviced, can
lead to indoor contamination with harmful substances. The growth and accumulation
of pathogenic microorganisms in cooling coils and drip pans of mechanical HVAC sys-
tems, air humidifiers and cooling towers can cause legionnaires disease and humidifier
fever [59]. The prevalence of infectious airborne diseases can be minimized by increas-
ing the ventilation rate [59]. Higher ventilation rates have been found to reduce indoor
concentrations of tobacco smoke and radon decay products, thus minimizing the risk of
lung cancer, heart attack, heart diseases and stroke [62,63]. Ventilation systems in health
care facilities have to meet particularly stringent requirements. Most medical facilities
are equipped with mechanical, rather than natural ventilation systems, but alternative
solutions such as bed-integrated local exhaust ventilation with local air cleaning have
also been proposed [64]. Even in premises with the most demanding air quality require-
ments, such as operating theaters, 12% of the personnel were unable to correctly identify
the type of the installed ventilation system [65]. The presence of potentially pathogenic
airborne bacteria is determined by the airflow rate rather the type of ventilation system.
The relative concentration of chloroplast DNA in hospital air was considerably reduced by
mechanical ventilation because pollen was effectively captured by filters in the ventilation
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system. However, indoor pathogen loads were not influenced by the type of the applied
ventilation [66].

The effectiveness of ventilation systems has attracted particular attention during the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, and various ventilation strategies have been analyzed [67–69].
In the EU, ventilation with outdoor air is recommended to dilute contaminants in closed
spaces, increase the time required for exposure to an infectious dose of pathogens, main-
tain the minimum airflow rate per person (7–10 l/person according to American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers ASHRAE) and increase the air
exchange rate [70]. These requirements can be met by various types of ventilation systems
that have been properly designed and installed and are correctly operated and maintained.
However, effective removal of pathogens requires filters with a Minimum Efficiency Re-
ported Value (MERV) rating in the classification system of the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). The recirculation of air should
be decreased in mechanical ventilation systems, which increases operating costs. The risk
of becoming infected with SARS-CoV-2 via air distributed by HVAC systems is minimal.
However, in closed rooms that are equipped with air-conditioning units, droplets exhaled
by infected individuals can travel across long distances.

Ventilation effectiveness is also influenced by the performance of the air distribution
system. Without an adequate air distribution system, indoor pollutants cannot be effec-
tively removed only by increasing the ventilation rate [71]. Two methods are generally
applied to remove contaminants: dilution and displacement [72]. Mixing ventilation, which
is most widely used in modern buildings, relies on the dilution method to optimize thermal
comfort, improve energy efficiency and enhance the movement of fresh air [73]. These con-
siderations are particularly important in the cooling mode, where thermal discomfort,
the presence of dead pockets in the occupied zone and noise are frequently reported [74].
Mechanical ventilation can also generate drafts. Two types of draft are encountered in build-
ings. Downdraft at ankle and foot level is generated by air buoyancy near cold surfaces or
when the supplied air is cold. Drafts can also be produced by high air velocity, in particular
in cooled interiors and in the vicinity of supply diffusers. This type of draft affects the
entire body, but causes discomfort mainly at head and neck level [75]. The geometry and
location of the supply nozzle are critical for achieving optimal air velocity, direction of
flow and the proportions in which fresh air is mixed with stale air [74]. Various supply
nozzles for mechanical ventilation systems have been described in the literature [76,77].
The impact of different nozzle configurations on the performance of mixing ventilation
was also analyzed [78]. A numerical study conducted by Chen et al. [79] demonstrated that
a system featuring wall confluent jets and an impinging jet device created a comfortable
indoor environment. A mixing supply device and a displacement supply device were
also analyzed.

1.3. Unsteady Ventilation

Intermitted and unsteady ventilation is yet another solution that has been developed
to enhance the performance of a mixing ventilation system [1]. These systems rely on
unsteady ventilation generated by free convection. Indoor air is distributed in all directions,
and it has low momentum. Fresh air is supplied at high velocity, and mixing effects are
powerful. The operation of a ventilation system is influenced not only by temperature,
relative humidity and carbon dioxide levels, but also by the difference between outdoor
and indoor pressure. In diffuse ventilation, indoor pressure is only minimally higher than
outdoor pressure, and it changes with variations in outdoor pressure, which forces air to
flow into a room. Intermittent ventilation systems have also been proposed, where fresh air
is not supplied continuously and the system is operated intermittently [1]. Such solutions
are referred to as on/off or step ventilation. Unsteady ventilation can also involve varied
(sinusoidal) air supply rates [1]. In this solution, the movement of air exerts much stronger
cooling effects [80].

The following systems and approaches rely on unsteady ventilation [1]:
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- “BaOpt” (www.climotion.com).
- TwinXChange and CrossXChange (www.howatherm.de).
- FVPpulse (www.ltg.de).
- Systems with time-varying flow rates [81].
- Air-jet diffusor described by Kabanshi et al. [82–86].
- Air supply devices that stimulate natural wind [87].
- Air handling unit for temperature and velocity control [88].

Unsteady and intermittent ventilation delivers numerous benefits. Stronger mixing
effects can improve the IAQ and reduce pollutant concentrations in occupancy zones.
Stronger mixing effects combined with smaller differences in vertical temperature are
particularly beneficial in higher rooms. In unsteady ventilation systems, air is distributed
in various directions, which prevents the accumulation of steady large eddies in the room.
These systems are also characterized by effective exchange of air, turbulent flow, constant
indoor temperature, air velocity and particle distribution. Reduced airflow rates decrease
energy consumption, and the risk of draft is minimized. Unsteady ventilation also delivers
stronger cooling effects, improves comfort and increases setpoint temperature, which is
particularly desirable in warm and hot climates [1].

1.4. Coanda Effect Hysteresis in Ventilation

These benefits prompted Professor Zygmunt Wierciński to design a theoretical solution
based on the unsteady ventilation principle. In the proposed solution, when air is supplied
at an angle that leads to Coanda effect hysteresis (CEH), the incorporation of an additional
harmonic air jet in the designed system supports the intermittent attachment and separation
of the air jet that is directed toward an obstacle [89,90]. Various structural partitions can be
used for this purpose, such as a vertical wall that is situated at a certain distance from the
nozzle, or a ceiling where air is supplied an at appropriate angle.

The term “hysteresis” is derived from Ancient Greek (hystérēsis), and it means “defi-
ciency” or “lagging behind.” Hysteresis describes the dependence between the present state
of a system and its previous states. The concept of CEH was introduced by Newman [91] to
describe the relationship between air jet behavior (a free jet or a jet attached to a flat plate)
and the plate deflection angle. Two types of air flow are possible within a given range of
deflection angles α, which are determined by the ratio of plate length l to nozzle width b: a
free air jet or a jet attached to the plate with a cavitation bubble. Jet behavior is influenced
by initial flow conditions. When analyses of jet behavior begin with small values of α, an
increase in the deflection angle will cause the jet to become attached to the plate in the angle
of hysteresis, until a critical angle of jet separation αcd is achieved. If observations begin
with high values of α when the air jet is free, a decrease in the deflection angle will not
cause the jet to become attached to the plate in the entire range of values of the hysteresis
region until a critical angle of jet attachment αca is achieved. The jet will remain attached to
the plate after αca has been attained.

Three CEH regions can be identified (Figure 1):

- A region where the jet is always attached or reattached to the plate (Figure 1—
region 1);

- A region where the jet is completely separated from the plate (Figure 1—region 2);
- A region where the jet can be both attached or free (Figure 1—region 3).

www.climotion.com
www.howatherm.de
www.ltg.de
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Figure 1. Region of Coanda effect hysteresis (CEH) determined experimentally based on the critical angles of jet separation
(αcd) and attachment (αca) and the Reynolds number.

The possible flows of the ventilation air were described for the needs of the analysis
(Figure 2). Steady-state flow occurs in the region of the smallest critical angles of jet
separation and attachment, and the jet will be always attached to a structural partition
positioned in relative proximity (Figure 2a). The region of jet attachment is marked as
1 in Figure 1. In the region of the largest critical angles (Figure 2b), the air jet flows freely
regardless of structural partitions. The region of free flow is marked as 2 in Figure 1.
Both types of flows (Figure 2a,b) are steady-state flows which are characterized by constant
value, direction, sense and velocity. This study focuses on region 3 in Figure 1 where
CEH occurs and where the jet can be attached to the wall or can be completely separated
from the wall [91,92]. In an unsteady ventilation system based on the CEH phenomenon,
an auxiliary nozzle can be incorporated into the system to switch between attached and
separated jet flow (Figure 2c). As a result, the ventilated premises will be supplied with
intermittent jets of fresh air. Rapid changes in jet flow (reattached/separated) will take
place in the direct proximity of the nozzle. As a result, the horizontal reach of the air
jet will increase in the occupancy zone away from the nozzle. Unsteady intermittent air
flow will occur, where the supplied air will move both vertically and horizontally. This
solution improves air mixing and decreases velocity and temperature gradients in the
occupancy zone.
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Our previous research into CEH [92] confirmed Newman’s observation [91] that in a
system with a given geometry (plate length and nozzle width), only Reca and αca have to be
calculated to determine the parameters of jet reattachment. In turn, Recd and αcd have to be
defined to determine the parameters of jet separation. The critical angles of jet separation
αcd and jet attachment αca are determined by the Reynolds number, and they decrease
with an increase in Re. In this experiment, the maximum value of the critical angle of jet
separation αcd was determined at 60◦ (Re = 3567, l/b = 200.0), and the minimum value
of αcd was determined at 53◦ (Re = 25489, l/b = 50.0). The maximum value of the critical
angle of jet attachment αca was 40◦ (Re = 25489, l/b = 50.0), and the maximum value of αca
was 51◦ (Re = 3567, l/b = 200.0). The hysteresis angle ∆α = αca − αcd, which represents
the difference between the critical angle of jet separation αcd and the critical angle of jet
attachment, αca, was 12.6◦ on average.

Coanda effect hysteresis remains insufficiently investigated in the literature; this phe-
nomenon has been addressed by few authors, among them Allery et al. [93] and Fern-
holz [94]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, ventilation systems that rely on CEH have
not been proposed to date, despite the fact that the Coanda effect is a well-known phe-
nomenon that is widely used in ventilator design. The occurrence of the Coanda effect in
ventilation has been discussed by [95–97]. Li [6] demonstrated that attachment ventilation
based on the Coanda effect decreases the flow rate of fresh air by 20% and chiller capacity
by 22%. The tested solution improved the performance of an air-conditioning system by
17% and reduced the wear of air duct material by 14.3%. Various nozzle designs have been
developed based on the Coanda effect [98]. The Coanda effect was also used to design a
dust exhaust system where the volume of exhaust air was decreased by more than 50%.
The proposed solution can be applied to decrease energy consumption in dust exhaust and
general ventilation systems by as much as 30–70% [99].

This article presents the results of a subsequent stage of a research project aiming
to implement the theoretical concept proposed by Professor Wierciński. In our previous
study (Figure 3, step 1), CEH was confirmed experimentally, the range of hysteresis angles
was verified and air jet parameters were determined [92]. However, previous experiments
involved only a single injector nozzle. In the present study (Figure 3, step 2), the exper-
imental setup was modified by introducing an additional supply diffuser. Based on the
results reported by [100–102], it was assumed that an auxiliary jet would influence the
main supply jet. This study did not aim to measure changes in the parameters of the main
supply jet, but to determine whether an additional (auxiliary) jet would affect CEH. If the
influence of the auxiliary jet is confirmed, the results of this study could be used to design
an unsteady ventilation system based on CEH.
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ventilation system based on CEH.

2. Materials and Methods

The measurements were performed on a test bench at the Faculty of Geoengineering
of the University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn. The main elements of the test bench
were two rectangular ventilation nozzles positioned perpendicular to one another, and a
mobile plate mounted at the exit of the ventilation nozzles (Figure 4). The main supply
nozzle (MN) was a Witoszyński diffuser with two pivoted wooden slats. The nozzle had
a fixed height of h = 600 mm. The nozzle’s width could be modified, and a fixed width
of b = 20 mm was used in the experiment. A flow rectifier funnel was mounted on the
injector nozzle before the Witoszyński diffuser to generate a flat jet with the lowest possible
turbulence. The second nozzle could be operated as both an injection nozzle and a suction
nozzle. The auxiliary nozzle (AN) had a fixed width of b’ = 5 mm. Both nozzles had
an identical height of h = h’ = 600 mm. The longer side of the AN was positioned in
the proximity of the main nozzle (MN) in vertical plane Z. When viewed from above,
the nozzles were perpendicular to one another in horizontal plane XY. A mobile plate was
mounted at the AN outlet, parallel to one of its edges. The plate had a fixed length of
l = 1.00 m. The deflection angle between the plate and the MN axis was set manually, and it
was read from the scale on a guide rod for positioning the plate.
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Air was supplied to the MN via a suction hose with a diameter of 0.25 m and length
of 5.30 m, positioned 0.40 m above the floor. The hose was attached to an air inlet with a
diameter of 0.40 m and regulated air flow rate. An orifice for measuring static pressure
was mounted on the suction hose to determine the air flow rate. The hose was connected
with flexible couplings to a general-purpose radial fan with a Sg 100 L-2 three-phase,
one-speed induction motor with an EFF2 squirrel-cage rotor. Motor output power was
3 kW, and motor speed was 2905 rpm. The motor was connected to the ventilator via a belt
drive. The MN (Witoszyński diffuser) was connected to the fan’s suction side with flexible
couplings and a connector.

Air was supplied to the AN by the Berta-15D fan (motor output power was 0.155 kW,
and motor speed was 2600 rpm) connected to a junction box with a flexible conduit with a
diameter of 32 mm. The fan could be used for both supply and exhaust ventilation. The AN
was operated as an injection nozzle when air was pumped by the fan, and it was operated
as a suction nozzle when air was sucked by the fan. An orifice for measuring pressure was
mounted on the conduit connecting the auxiliary fan to the AN. Air flow in the AN was
controlled with the use of orifice plates with different diameter. Three orifice plates were
applied in the experiment: orifice A—Ø 26.4 mm, orifice B—Ø 22.1 mm and orifice C—Ø
18.1 mm. To prevent external disturbances, the test bench was enclosed in a metal frame
with plexiglass panels. The test bench had the following dimensions: width—3.850 m,
depth—2.009 m, height—2.290 m.

Differences in pressure between the AN and the MN were measured in the orifice
with the Introl HMG 01 pressure gauge. The results were used to calculate air flow in
each nozzle. Temperature, relative humidity and barometric pressure were measured with
the HD 2001 T gauge. Velocity and turbulence distribution in a free jet and an attached
jet were measured with the ATU2001 hot-wire anemometer, which was connected to a
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computer and controlled with the use of self-designed software. The system and the
software were designed and developed at the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory of the Strata
Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Dimensionless velocity
distribution u/U (ratio of the average velocity u to the velocity at the diffuser outlet U)
and turbulence were calculated based on the distribution of average velocity u with the
use of formula (1):

Tu =
u′

U
(1)

In our previous study [92], only the MN was installed on the test bench for analyzing
CEH. The present study aimed to determine whether an AN installed at the outlet of the
Witoszyński diffuser can influence CEH. Three cases were analyzed:

- Case 1: MN—only the MN was used;
- Case 2: MN+AN INJ—both nozzles were used, where the AN was an injection

(INJ) nozzle;
- Case 3: MN+AN SUC—both nozzles were used, where the AN was a suction (SUC) noz-

zle.

The range of the Coanda effect, the hysteresis angle and the critical angles of jet
attachment αca and jet separation αcd were determined. Changes in deflection angle
α and the air flow rate in the MN and the AN were monitored for MN with a fixed
width of b = 0.020 m and AN with a fixed width of b’ = 0.005 m. In a preliminary
analysis, the distribution of velocity u and turbulence Tu was determined for nozzle width
b = 0.020 m and different values of Re.

3. Results

The experiment was conducted at different air flow rates in the MN and the AN
(Figure 5), and, consequently, different values of the Reynolds number, which were
determined with the use of formula (2):

Re =
U · b

ν
(2)
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The Reynolds number ranged from around 16,500 to around 19,600 in the MN.
Three orifice plates (A, B and C) were applied to obtain different injection and suction flow
rates in the AN. Despite the fact that the operating parameters of the MN and AN were
kept constant during the experiment, the ratio of the Reynolds number of the auxiliary
jet to the Reynolds number of the main jet ranged from 1.6% to 5.9% (average of around
2.7%) when the AN was operated as an injection nozzle, and it ranged from 1.8% to 14.4%
(average of 5.0%) when the AN was operated as a suction nozzle. These differences resulted
from the mutual interactions between the main jet and the auxiliary jet.

The auxiliary jet was reduced to a minimum to maximize the energy efficiency of the
proposed solution. The influence of auxiliary injection and suction jets on the parameters
of the main jet was analyzed. The distribution of velocity and turbulence was determined
with the use of a hot-wire anemometer in the region of angular deflection where CEH does
not yet occur (α = 30◦). Three types of jet interactions were examined: (1) when only the MN
was used (Re = 18,346) (MN—case 1); (2) when the MN (Re = 18,112) was operated together
with the AN (Re = 542) as the injection nozzle (MN + AN INJ—case 2); (3) when the MN (Re
= 18,799) was operated together with the AN (Re = 475) as the suction nozzle (MN + AN
SUC—case 3). Orifice B was used in the tests. The tests were conducted in a local reference
system, and measurements were performed at 19 points distributed across the duct cross-
section (Figure 6). The point closest to the nozzle was positioned at the beginning of the
flat plate in location x/b = 0.00. In the first 0.10 m of the plate, the measuring points were
separated by a distance of 0.02 m. In successive parts of the plate, the points were separated
by a distance of 0.05 m. The last measuring point was positioned in location x/b = 37.50.
The cross-section of the duct was parallel to the flat plate, and measuring points were
positioned at varied intervals. At the point that was positioned most remotely from the
plate, measurements were performed until the velocity decreased below u < 1 m/s or
until the maximum reach of the tripod supporting the hot-wire anemometer (y/b = 10.50).
The temperature and pressure were measured as closely as possible to the flat plate to
observe the plate’s effects without damaging the hot-wire anemometer. Measurements
were conducted with an accuracy of Y±0.00001 m. The distance between measuring points
was determined dynamically: when rapid changes were observed in average velocity,
the grid was densified to improve measurement accuracy. In each of the described cases,
measurements were performed in a grid of around 650 points.

In case 1, an analysis of the average velocity distribution demonstrated that the
maximum velocity U was 23.71 m/s and the average velocity u in the entire region of
measurement was 9.15 m/s. The above values were determined to be U = 24.82 m/s
and u = 9.51 m/s in case 2, and at U = 25.95 m/s and u = 11.05 m/s in case 3. In case 1,
maximum turbulence Tu was 48% and average turbulence was 26%. The above values
were determined at 51% and 26%, respectively, in case 2, and at 43% and 28%, respectively,
in case 3. A comparison of the maximum values of the analyzed parameters in different
measurement planes (Figure 7) revealed similar values of umax in nearly all planes in all
three cases. The greatest differences were observed in plane x/b between 3.0 and 5.0.
This transitional zone was located directly behind the core zone [103]. In case 2, the value
of umax in the transitional zone was around 5% higher than in case 1. In case 3, the value of
umax in the transitional zone was around 5% lower than in case 1. Maximum turbulence
Tumax was similar in all planes. The only exception was noted in case 3 in position x/b = 7.5,
where Tumax was around 28% lower than in the remaining cases.
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The interactions between the MN and the AN influenced jet geometry (Figure 4).
Changes were observed mainly in the initial part of the jet, directly behind the nozzles.
The radius of the cavitation bubble increased when the AN was operated in injection
mode (case 2). The radius and the height of the cavitation bubble decreased when the AN
was operated in suction mode (case 3). These changes were most visible at a distance of
x/b = 4.0 (Figure 4). Despite similar values of u/U and Tu in plane x/b in the examined
cases, the maximum values of these parameters were noted at various distances from the
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plate. In case 2, where the AN was operated as an injection nozzle, maximum velocity umax
occurred further from the plate (difference of x/b = 0.50) than in case 1, and maximum
turbulence Tumax was noted further from the plate (difference of x/b = 0.60) than in case 1.
In case 3, where the AN was operated in suction mode, maximum velocity umax occurred
closer to the plate (difference of x/b = 0.55) than in case 1, and maximum turbulence Tumax
was noted closer to the plate (difference of x/b = 0.30) than in case 1. In all three cases, jet
parameters became similar at a distance of x/b = 15.0.

When the AN was operated in suction mode (case 3), the jet became reattached to
the plate already at around x/b = 6.0. In case 1, when only the MN was in use, the jet
was reattached at x/b = 7.5, whereas in case 2, the jet was reattached at around x/b = 9.0
(Figure 8). These results induced differences in location ym/2, where the average velocity
perpendicular to the jet axis was equal to half the maximum velocity at a given measuring
point u = 0.5um.

In case 1 (MN only), the range of hysteresis angles (Figure 9) was similar to that
determined previously on the same test bench [92] and comparable to that determined by
Newman [91]. At l/b = 50.0, the hysteresis angle, i.e., the difference between the critical
angle of jet separation αcd and the critical angle of jet attachment αca, was 12.6◦. The values
of both critical angles were determined by the Reynolds number, and they decreased with
a rise in Re. In case 1, Re ranged from around 7200 to around 20,500 when the critical angle
of jet attachment αca was determined at 44◦ and 40◦, respectively, and when the critical
angle of jet separation αcd was determined at 55◦ and 53◦, respectively. The results noted
in cases 2 and 3 were compared with case 1. The influence of the Reynolds number of the
AN decreased with a rise in the Re of the MN. In case 2, the angle of critical jet separation
αcd increased with a decrease in the Re of the AN. The critical angle of jet attachment
αca was not affected by the Re of the AN. In case 3, the angle of critical jet separation αcd
increased with a decrease in the Re of the AN, whereas the critical angle of jet attachment
αca decreased with a decrease in the Re of the AN.

In contrast to case 1 (MN only), both critical angles increased with a rise in the values
of the Re when the MN was used in combination with the AN operating in injection mode
(MN + AN INJ) (case 2). The angle of critical attachment αca decreased by around 5◦ for the
smallest Reynolds numbers and increased by around 2◦ for the largest Reynolds numbers.
When the Reynolds number approximated 13,500, the angle of critical attachment αca was
identical in case 1 (MN) and case 2 (MN+AN INJ). The critical angle of separation αcd
decreased by around 3◦ for the smallest Reynolds numbers and increased by around 1◦ for
the largest Reynolds numbers. When the Reynolds number approximated 13,000, the angle
of critical attachment αca was identical in case 1 (MN) and case 2 (MN+AN INJ). The angle
of hysteresis was determined at 12.1◦.

Similar to case 1 (MN only), both critical angles decreased with a rise in Re when
the MN was combined with the AN operating in suction mode (MN + AN SUC) (case 3).
The angle of critical attachment αca increased by around 3◦ for the smallest Reynolds
numbers and increased by around 4◦ for the largest Reynolds numbers. The critical angle
of separation αcd increased by around 2◦ for the smallest Reynolds numbers and increased
by around 2◦ for the largest Reynolds numbers. The angle of hysteresis was determined
at 11.0◦.
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4. Discussion

The occurrence and range of CEH for a single jet of air produced by the main supply
nozzle were similar to those determined in the author’s previous study [92] as well as
the results reported by Newman [91]. The above observation confirms that for the same
Reynolds number, the range of CEH is defined by different critical angles of jet attachment
αca and separation αcd, which, subject to the initial deflection angle, produce a free jet
or, under the influence of the Coanda effect, an attached jet. The novelty of the present
study rests in the application of an auxiliary nozzle (AN) for controlling CEH. The study
demonstrated that the auxiliary jet changes the critical angles of jet attachment αca and
separation αcd. The interactions between two proximal air jets are generally known and
are used in various engineering solutions, such as the design of ventilation nozzles in
the referenced articles. In the discussed case, the smallest possible auxiliary jet should
be applied to minimize the amount of energy used for jet generation and nozzle design.
Attempts to minimize the auxiliary air jet were made already in the present experiment.
However, the obtained results are not conclusive. In the analyzed case, the auxiliary jet
was sufficient to confirm the research assumptions, but the optimal ratio of the auxiliary
jet to the main supply jet and the boundary values of both jets for producing the desired
effect remain unknown. When the Reynolds number for the main supply jet exceeds
15,000, all three variants of the auxiliary jet produce the same result (Figure 9). The smaller
the Reynolds number for the main supply jet, the greater the difference in the critical
angles of the tested auxiliary jets. The auxiliary jet modified the CEH when the AN was
operated in both injection and suction mode. For the needs of a real-world ventilation
system, the application of the AN in suction mode appears to be more predictable and
stable. This configuration does not disrupt the relationship between both critical angles
and the Reynolds number when only the MN is used. For example, when Re is estimated
13,000 and the deflection angle is 55◦, the air jet will be free in a ventilation system with
MN only, but it will be attached to the wall when an additional nozzle operating in suction
mode is incorporated into the system. In a system with a constant geometry, the AN is the
sole factor responsible for the change in jet attachment and separation. The relationship
between the Reynolds number and both critical angles is disrupted in the injection mode.
When Re reaches 13,500, the incorporation of the auxiliary jet does not affect the value of
critical angles of the attachment and separation at a certain point (Figure 9). In the analyzed
case, the above implies that the type of air jet will remain unchanged regardless of whether
the AN was incorporated into the system.

The novelty of the current research also stems from the application of the CEH concept
in unsteady mixing ventilation. The CEH concept was originally developed by Professor
Wierciński nearly 60 years ago, but it is not widely known and has rarely been applied
in practice. To the best of the author’s knowledge, only one experimental and numerical
study examining the applicability of the Coanda effect for reducing self-sustained tones
based on proper orthogonal decomposition has been published to date [93]. The derived
experimental data confirm that the Coanda effect can be applied in practice, but further
research is needed to design the nozzle and evaluate its effect on unsteady or mixing
ventilation. In the light of the cited research, the application of CEH in unsteady ventilation
appears to be a realistic, logical and justified solution. In unsteady ventilation systems,
the intermittent attachment and separation of the air jet from the wall will increase the
horizontal reach of supplied air, improve air mixing efficiency and decrease velocity and
temperature gradients in the occupancy zone. However, further research is required to
address the above issues. This experiment demonstrated that CEH can be deployed in
unsteady ventilation systems, but air mixing efficiency, the served area, thermal comfort,
IAQ, possible changes in demand for fresh air and energy savings cannot be evaluated
based on the obtained results.
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5. Conclusions

The study demonstrated that CEH can be modified when an additional air jet is
introduced to the system. The critical angle of attachment αca and the critical angle of
separation αcd, which determine the angle of CEH, were modified even when the auxiliary
jet did not induce changes in jet parameters (flow rate and turbulence), but induced changes
in the diameter of the cavitation bubble.

The application of an auxiliary nozzle modified Coanda effect hysteresis. These changes
were observed when the AN was operated in both injection and suction mode. Coanda ef-
fect hysteresis was more effectively controlled when the AN was operated in suction mode
(MN + AN SUC). In this case, the average angle of CEH was around 11◦, and it was similar
to that noted in case 1 (MN only). However, due to the presence of correlations between the
Reynolds number and the values of both critical angles of deflection, the auxiliary suction
nozzle increased the critical angle of attachment αca by around 3◦ and the critical angle of
separation αcd by around 2◦. An inverse relationship between the Reynolds number vs. the
angle of critical attachment αca and the angle of critical separation αcd was observed when
the AN was operated in injection mode. In this case (MN + AN INJ), both critical angles
of deflection increased by around 2◦ for the largest Reynolds numbers and decreased by
around 4◦ for the smallest Reynolds numbers relative to the base scenario where only the
MN was used. Despite the fact that the average angles of critical attachment αca and critical
separation αcd were identical for MN and MN + AN INJ, the application of an auxiliary jet
with Re of around 13,500 did not influence the angle of CEH.

The applied auxiliary jet was minimized to increase the energy efficiency of unsteady
flow with CEH. The auxiliary jet influenced the main jet by inducing a minor change
in the diameter of the cavitation bubble in the initial segment of flat plate which was
positioned directly behind the nozzle. The smaller the Reynolds number of the main jet,
the greater the difference in the CEH angle induced by auxiliary jets with different values
of Re. An auxiliary jet with higher values of Re can be expected to induce greater changes
in critical deflection angles.

Further research is needed to validate the results of the present experiment. In the
future, the influence of the auxiliary jet on CEH should be examined at different widths of
the MN. The interactions between the main jet and the auxiliary jet should be optimized
within a selected range of CEH angles to promote the intermittent attachment of the air jet
to the plate as well as the free jet flow without the Coanda effect. The effectiveness of air
mixing in the proposed ventilation system should be evaluated for different positions of
the nozzle and the flat plate. Noise emissions in the system should also be measured.

This study demonstrated that CEH can be applied in the process of designing unsteady
ventilation systems. The present findings can be used to develop a novel solution for
improving the energy efficiency and performance of mixing ventilation systems.
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Symbols
b width of the main nozzle, [m];
b′ width of the auxiliary nozzle, [m];
h height of the main nozzle, [m];
h′ height of the auxiliary nozzle, [m];
l length of the flat plate, [m];
Re Reynolds number, [-]
Reca Reynolds number for jet attachment, [-]
Recd Reynolds number for jet separation, [-]
Tu turbulence intensity, [%];

u
average velocity at measuring points in the air duct, positioned parallel to the jet
axis, [m/s];

umax maximum average velocity at measuring points in the air duct, [m/s];
u′ effective turbulence (standard deviation), [m/s];
U average exit velocity in the main nozzle, [m/s];
α plate deflection angle, [◦];
αca critical angle of jet attachment, [◦];
αcd critical angle of jet separation, [◦];
∆α hysteresis region, [◦];
ν kinematic viscosity of fluid, [m2/s].
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